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Abstract

ATM Available Bit Rate (ABR) service is intended to o�er low cell loss for non-
real-time data sources that can respond to closed-loop ow control. ATM Forum Tra�c
Management Speci�cation Version 4.0 de�nes the various parameters used in the ABR
ow control, as well as the source, destination, and switch behaviors. However, the
switch designers and service providers are free to choose the method of congestion
control to implement and the ABR Quality of Service (QoS) objective to o�er. This
paper addresses the interaction among the ow control algorithm, the switch resource
requirements, and the resulting QoS characteristics.

In this paper we propose and evaluate an Explicit Rate (ER) algorithm. The objec-
tive of this algorithm is to maintain the total bu�er occupancy of all ABR connections
to be close to a given threshold. By maintaining a non-zero queue, the ABR service can
achieve a high utilization. The switch periodically determines its desirable ER value,
based on the available capacity, the ABR bu�er occupancy, and the number of active
ABR sources.

We develop analyses that relate ABR resources to QoS objectives for this algorithm.
The �rst approach is a deterministic, conservative analysis. It provides formulas for
determining the ABR bu�er and capacity requirements that can achieve zero bu�er
overow.

The second analysis determines an upper bound on the bu�er overow probabil-
ity when the above requirements are not met. The result is most e�ective when the
number of active sources is a small fraction of the total ABR connections. Numerical
examples show that by slightly relaxing the loss constraint, resource requirements can
be signi�cantly reduced.

1 Introduction

The Available Bit Rate (ABR) Service Class de�ned by ATM Forum is intended for data

applications that can respond to feedback control information generated by networks. In

the events of network congestion, the congested network elements can use such feedback

information to signal the ABR sources for rate reduction. It is envisioned that both ABR
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and Unspeci�ed Bit Rate (UBR) Services can be used to serve delay-insensitive applications

by e�ectively utilizing the network resources unused by the Constant Bit Rate (CBR) and

Variable Bit Rate (VBR) Service Classes.

The feedback information is primarily carried in ABR Resource Management (RM)

cells that are generated by ABR source end systems and turned around and returned to the

sources by ABR destination end systems. RM cells that ow from source to destination are

referred to as Forward RM (FRM) cells and RM cells that ow from destination to source

are referred to as Backward RM (BRM) cells.

The closed-loop control can be performed in at least one of four ways:

(1) In the simplest case, the congested switch can set the Explicit Forward Congestion

Indication (EFCI) bit in the forward data cells as they pass by. This signals the destination

to set the Congestion Indication (CI) bit in the next BRM cell and thus propogates the

congestion information back to the source.

(2) In the approach known as Relative Rate Marking, the congested switch may set CI bit

or the No Increase (NI) bit in FRM and/or BRM cells. This allows the switch to selectively

signal rate decrease for certain VCs.

(3) In the approach known as Explicit Rate (ER) Marking, the congested switch calculates

the desirable rate from the sources and indicates it in the ER �eld of the RM (typically

BRM) cells if the desirable rate is less than the current ER.

(4) The switch may also act as a Virtual Source (VS) and Virtual Destination (VD) pair

and thus segment the ABR control loop.

ATM Forum Tra�c Management Speci�cation Version 4.0 [1] de�nes the various

parameters used in the ABR ow control. It also speci�es the source, destination and switch

behaviors. For example, it de�nes in detail the transmission priority of data and RM cells

and how a source should behave in response to BRM information. However, many crucial

elements governing the characteristics of the feedback control are left as implementatation
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and/or network operation speci�c, including

� The de�nition of \congestion" at each switch;

� The algorithm for calculating ER for switches that implement Explicit Rate Marking;

� The coupling between adjacent control segments associated with VS/VD; and

� The choice of ABR control parameters.

Consequently, how the ABR feedback control scheme ensures its QoS objective is

also implementation speci�c, since QoS is tightly coupled with the ow control mechanism

as well as the bu�ering and service scheduling mechanisms of the switch. Unlike UBR,

which has been considered a best-e�ort service with no numerical QoS commitments, ABR

service is intended to o�er low cell loss ratios for conforming tra�c. Therefore, how to

relate the trio of ow control algorithm, switch resource requirements, and the resulting

QoS remains an active research area of great interest.

In this paper we propose and evaluate an ER ow control algorithm. The objective

of this algorithm is to maintain the total bu�er occupancy of all ABR connections to be

close to a given threshold. The net drift of the bu�er occupancy therefore should be negative

when it is above the threshold, and positive if it is below. By maintaining a non-zero queue,

the ABR service can achieve a high bandwidth utilization.

The switch periodically determines its desirable ER value based on the total bu�er

occupancy, the current bandwidth available to serve ABR tra�c, and the number of active

ABR sources. This ER is used to update the ER �eld in the BRM cells of active sources.

Sources that change from inactive to active state are bounded by a �xed rate for at most

two update periods. This helps prevent sudden surges in the arrival rate and consequently

the bu�er occupancy.

Based on this algorithm, we develop analyses that relate ABR resource requirements

to QoS objectives. The QoS objectives addressed in this paper are cell losses: either zero

cell loss or a controlled probability of overow. The �rst approach that we present is a
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deterministic, conservative analysis for achieving a zero cell loss objective. It provides

formulas for determining the required bu�er and capacity for ABR service. If the ABR

bu�er size and the bandwidth available to serve the ABR bu�er are kept above these levels,

zero bu�er overow can be guaranteed.

The second analysis determines an upper bound on the bu�er overow probability

when the above resource requirements are not met. It takes into account the fact that

a signi�cant part of the resource requirements in the deterministic analysis are used to

accommodate sources that just become active but are not yet governed by the ER algorithm.

If at any one time only a small fraction of inactive sources become active, the deterministic

approach may be too conservative. Based on this assumption, we show analytically how a

switch can signi�cantly reduce the resource requirements, while only slightly relaxing the

loss constraint.

This paper builds upon the groundwork layed out in [6] and [9]. It removes several

simplifying assumptions and thus better reects the key characteristics of ABR mechanism:

(1) One complexity in ABR analysis is the fact that the closed-loop control information

(i.e., the RM cells) is generated asynchronously among the sources, and the frequency of

the RM cells varies with the rate of the source. This is accounted for in this paper. (2) In

practical systems, switches cannot continuously recalculate the desired ER values. In this

paper we assume that the ER value is only updated periodically. (3) Another extension

is a much more detailed probabilistic analysis, which o�ers a bound on the bu�er overow

probability directly as a function of the system parameters. The result also leads to a more

exible trade-o� between the bu�er and bandwidth resource requirements.

This paper is organized in the following manner: In Section 2 we propose a simple

switch algorithm for periodically calculating the desirable ER value. This algorithm forms

the basis for the subsequent analyses. Section 3 presents a deterministic analysis that

identi�es a set of resource requirements (minimum bu�er and bandwidth available to the

ABR queue) that can guarantee zero loss for conforming sources. In Section 4 we relax this
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zero loss constraint and show that the resource requirements can be much reduced when

we accept a small amount of loss. An upper bound on the bu�er overow probability is

presented. Section 5 o�ers some numerical examples to illustrate the applicability of the

formulas. We remark on areas of extensions for this work in Section 6.

2 De�nition of ER Algorithm

2.1 System Model and Assumptions

A typical ATM switch may contain multiple queuing stages with per-VC and/or per-QoS

bu�ering and bandwidth scheduling. In this paper we focus only on the bu�er and band-

width available to the ABR class, which we model as a single bu�ered link. Let b be the

total bu�er space available to the ABR connections. The bu�er is drained at a time-varying

rate c(t).

De�ne nmax as the total number of ABR connections that share this bu�ered link.

De�ne �fj as the delay for a cell to propogate from the jth source to the bu�ered link.

Similarly, de�ne � bj as the delay in the return path from the bu�ered link to the jth. Let

the round-trip time between the jth source and the bu�ered link be �j = �fj + � bj . De�ne

� = maxnmaxj=1 f�jg as the longest round trip delay among all sources.

In this work, we do not require speci�c tra�c models for the interfering CBR and

VBR sources, which a�ect the behavior of the available ABR capacity c(t). Instead, we take

the approach of assuming a single general constraint on c(t)'s rate of decrease. We assume

that the system satis�es the following constraint: dc(t)=dt � ��, for a positive constant

�. Since a decrease in the amount of available bandwidth translates to a decrease in ER,

which can only be conveyed after a �nite delay, a decrease in c(t) can lead to a surge in

bu�er occupancy. As we will see in Section 3, the sharper we allow this rate decrease, the

larger is the bu�er needed to absorbed such surge.

The intuition on the dc(t)=dt constraint is as follows: In many practical switch
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implementations, the QoS bu�ers are served in a manner that approximates Generalized

Processor Sharing (GPS) [7]. (e.g., Weighted Fair Queuing [10] and Weighted Round Robin

[5]). In GPS service scheduling schemes, each queue is guaranteed its allocated bandwidth,

while any bandwidth unused by one queue can be shared by others. For a CBR queue, the

total Peak Cell Rate (PCR) of all CBR connections determines its allocated bandwidth.

For a VBR queue, often the total E�ective Bandwidth (EB) plays this role [3]. Changes in

the number of connections due to call setup or release a�ect the bandwidth allocation in

the service scheduler. A constraint � on �dc(t)=dt reects the rate of processing new calls

and changing the service scheduler to accommodate new CBR and VBR connections.

2.2 Source Model

According to ATM Forum TM 4.0 [1], the source must generate a FRM cell if one of the

following two conditions holds: (1) at least two in-rate cells have been sent and at least Trm

time has elapsed since the tranmission of the last FRM cell, (2) Nrm - 1 in-rate cells have

been sent since the last FRM cell. In-rate cells refer to cells with Cell Loss Priority (CLP)

set to 0. They can be either data cells or Forward or Backward RM cells.

These criteria indicate that the rate at which feedback control opportunities (RM

cells) are generated is in general proportional to the data rate (condition 2 above). The

only exception is when the data rate is very low (when condition 1 applies). The param-

eter Trm is used to ensure that the interval between successive RM cells does not become

excessively large in that case, so long as the source still has data to send (the two in-rate

cells requirement corresponds to one BRM cell and one data cell between any two FRM

cells from the source). The default value for Trm is 100 msec.

In Section 3 we assume that the interval between successive RM cells, either forward

or backward, is upper bounded by a constant � for all sources. This assumption is met and

� = Trm if the requirement for two in-rate cells is always met, and if the interval between

successive RM cells is not altered along the control loop. In Section 4 we draw a �ner
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distinction between busy and idle sources, and only require that the bound � be observed

for busy sources.

According to [1], upon receiving a BRM cell, a source may need to adjust its Allowed

Cell Rate (ACR) depending on the contents of three �elds in the BRM cell: Congestion

Indication (CI), No Increase (NI), and Explicit Rate (ER). The CI and NI bits are used

for switches with EFCI or relative rate marking. The new ACR should be calculated as

follows:

� if CI = 1: ACR = maxfMCR, minfACR - ACR * RDF, ERgg;

� if CI = 0 and NI = 0: ACR = maxfMCR, minfPCR, ACR + PCR*RIF, ERgg;

� if CI = 0 and NI = 1: ACR = maxfMCR, minfACR, ERgg,

where MCR is the Minimum Cell Rate of the connection, RIF is the Rate Increase

Factor, and RDF is the Rate Decrease Factor. RIF and RDF control the source rate for

the EFCI or relative rate rarking switches.

In this work we focus on networks in which all switches are capable of ER marking

and that ACR is only dictated by the ER �eld in the BRM cells. ER o�ers more e�ective

control and avoids the phenomenon of rate oscillation often associated with binary feedback

control.

The rate of a new ABR source or a source that has been idle for some time must start

with a pre-negotiated Initial Cell Rate (ICR). For our system, we require that the ICR of

any ABR source must satisfy the inequality r� � ICR < r�+R, where the two parameters

r� and R are used in the ER algorithm below. r� is the threshold that quali�es an ABR

source as active, and R provides a range of variation for ICR. They are further described

in Section 2.3. Furthermore, the limit on the idle time permitted before the Allowed Cell

Rate (ACR) must start with ICR again is known as ACR Decrease Time Factor (ADTF).

For this system let ADTF = P > �+� , where P is the update interval of the ER algorithm

given below.
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Finally, denote rj(t) as the instantaneous rate, i.e., the Current Cell Rate (CCR), of

the jth source at time t. Then rj(t��fj ) is the instantaneous rate of the j
th source observed

by the bu�ered link at time t.

2.3 Switch ER Algorithm

In this section we present a simple ER algorithm to be implemented at the bu�ered link.

One important concept of feedback control that has been given little attention in

many existing ABR ER schemes is that the frequency of adaptation should not exceed the

frequency of the feedback opportunities [1, 4]. Note that the bu�ered link may wait as long

as � time unit before it receives a BRM cell for a speci�c virtual circuit, and it takes up to

� time unit before the e�ect of the new ER is observed at the bu�ered link.

Thus in this algorithm, we require that the bu�ered link recalculates its desired

explicit rate value periodically with period P � �+ � . Let fPi; i = 1; 2; : : :g denote the set

of successive recalculation times, where Pi+1 = Pi + P . By setting P � � + � , we ensure

that a new ER calculated at Pi would have been communicated back to all sources and be

reected in the instantaneous rates of all sources observed at the bu�ered link by time Pi+1.

At time Pi, the desired ER value that the bu�ered link calculates will depend on

the following factors: the number of \active" sources N(Pi), the capacity that is available

to serve this ABR queue c(Pi), and the queue occupancy q(Pi).

At the time of explicit rate update, a source is considered active if it generates tra�c

at a rate higher than r� for some time in the previous interval. In other words, r� is the

threshold rate above which a source is considered active. De�ne the set of active sources

A(Pi) as

A(Pi) = fj : rj(s� �fj ) > r� for some s 2 [Pi�1; Pi)g;

and the number of active sources N(Pi) as
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N(Pi) =
nmaxX
j=1

1frj(s� �fj ) > r� for some s 2 [Pi�1; Pi)g:

The objective of the algorithm is to maintain a target bu�er occupancy q�. De�ne

f(q(Pi)) = �k � sgn(q(Pi)� q�):

The purpose of f(q(Pi)) is to add a positive drift when the queue occupancy falls below the

target occupancy q�, and a negative drift when it is above q�. In the analysis below, we will

see the role played by the rate factor k. The desired ER value over the period [Pi; Pi+1) is

then set to be

e(Pi) =
a(Pi)

N(Pi) _ 1
;

where a(Pi) = f(q(Pi)) + c(Pi). In other words, the available capacity is increased or

decreased by a constant k, depending on the bu�er occupancy (note that k has the same

unit as c(Pi)). The operation N(Pi) _ 1 = maxfN(Pi); 1g is to ensure that e(Pi) has a

meaningful value when the number of active sources is zero.

However, instead of directly using e(Pi) in all BRM cells that it receives over

[Pi; Pi+1), the bu�ered link determines the explicit rate ej(t) for source j in the follow-

ing manner: For any BRM cell received for source j within the next period t 2 [Pi; Pi+1),

ej(t) =

(
e(Pi) if source j 2 A(Pi�1) and j 2 A(Pi)
minfe(Pi); r

� +Rg otherwise
(1)

In other words, a source is allowed to transmit at the explicit rate only if it has been active

for the two previous intervals. Otherwise the allowed rate is upper bounded by r� +R. Of

course, this ER is inserted in the BRM cell only if it is less than the original value in the

ER �eld. Note that the ER �eld of FRM cells originally generated by a source is always set

to PCR.
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The factor R helps constrain the rate of the sources that have just become active.

The rationale is that if very few sources are active at the explicit rate calculation, ER can

be large. If many of the previously inactive sources suddenly become active and are allowed

to ramp up to ER as soon as possible, it can cause a large bu�er backlog. By keeping the

ACR of these sources within a constant initially, the algorithm allows the bu�ered link time

to recognize these sources in its accounting of the number of active sources and also allows

time for the corresponding ER to be propogated back to all sources.

This issue is also often ignored in existing ER schemes. For example, in the source

behaviors speci�ed in ATM Forum TM 4.0 [1], a source that just becomes active only needs

to maintain its ICR until it receives the �rst BRM cell. It is expected that this duration

corresponds to the source-to-destination round trip time. However, this assumes that the

�rst BRM cell already contains the \correct" rate that this source should transmit at. Since

practical ER schemes only update periodically, improper values in the initial BRM cells lead

to unnecessary surges in input rate and consequently large oscillations in bu�er occupancy

until the ER algorithm catches up. The algorithm proposed here compensates for this by

treating BRM cells intelligently.

From the implementation point of view, this implies that the switch needs to keep

track of the list of active sources from the previous two update intervals and treat their

backward RM cells di�erently from the rest. As we show in subsequent analyses, the factors

r� and R provide a degree of trade-o� between how high the initial rates can be (important

for fast transfer of short �les) and how much network resources need to be reserved for ABR

to absorb the surges caused by newly active sources.

3 Deterministic Analysis

In many ATM switches, the multiple QoS classes share the bu�er and bandwidth resources

dynamically with some minimum guarantees. For example, the bandwidth resource is al-

located in a Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) manner [7] that guarantees a minimum
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bandwidth for each QoS class queue while sharing the spare bandwidth e�ciently. The

bu�er pool is shared in a similar manner, with some minimum and maximum bounds for

each queue. Thus it is imperative for both switch designers and network operators to under-

stand the relationship between the given tra�c and these minimum allocation parameters,

for both resource management and call admission control purposes.

For VBR service, much progress has been made in the area of e�ective bandwidth.

Given the tra�c characteristics, the e�ective bandwidth results allow a switch to determine

the bandwidth and bu�er requirements for achieving its QoS objectives (see, for example,

[3]). Since ABR service is a closed-loop control, its resource requirements naturally depend

primarily on the control mechanism and other system parameters such as the control delay.

In this section, we make a deterministic and conservative estimate of the amount

of bu�er and capacity resources that the network must reserve for ABR service with the

above ER algorithm in order to guarantee zero loss.

The net drift of bu�er occupancy q(t) at the ABR bu�ered link is the di�erence

between the total input rate and the output rate:

dq(t)

dt
=

( Pnmax
j=1 rj(t� �fj )� c(t) for q(t) > 0Pnmax
j=1 [rj(t� �fj )� c(t)] _ 0 for q(t) = 0

In the following we partition the sources into the ones whose rates are above (r�+R)

and the ones below as seen by the bu�ered link:

nmaxX
j=1

rj(t� �fj ) =
nmaxX
j=1

1frj(t� �fj ) � r� +Rg � rj(t� �fj )

+
nmaxX
j=1

1frj(t� �fj ) > r� +Rg � rj(t� �fj )

� (r� +R) � nmax +
nmaxX
j=1

1frj(t� �fj ) > r� +Rg � rj(t� �fj ):

Now consider the sources with rate rj(t� �fj ) > r�+R for t 2 [Pi; Pi+1). Note that

the active source j is bounded by the ER �eld in the last BRM cell that it receives prior
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to t� �fj . Because the intervals between RM cells vary over time, this BRM cell may carry

either e(Pi) or e(Pi�1). The reason is as follows: Since t� �fj � Pi�1 + � + � bj for all j, we

ensure that there is at least one BRM cell that reaches all sources after Pi�1, so that no

source is governed by an ER older than e(Pi�1). On the other hand, for t� �fj � � bj � Pi,

source j may have received e(Pi).

Therefore

rj(t� �fj ) � maxfe(Pi�1); e(Pi)g

= maxf
a(Pi�1)

N(Pi�1) _ 1
;

a(Pi)

N(Pi) _ 1
g

�
maxfa(Pi�1); a(Pi)g

minfN(Pi�1); N(Pi)g _ 1

Next note that for a source to have rate rj(t� �fj ) > r� + R over the time interval

[Pi; Pi+1), it must have been active over both intervals [Pi�2; Pi�1) and [Pi�1; Pi). This is

because of both Eq. 1 and the fact that if a source is idle for more than P , it must restart

with its ICR, which is less than r� + R. Thus we have N(Pi�1) �
Pnmax

j=1 1frj(t � �fj ) >

r� + Rg and N(Pi) �
Pnmax

j=1 1frj(t � �fj ) > r� + Rg. So minfN(Pi�1); N(Pi)g _ 1 �Pnmax
j=1 1frj(t� �fj ) > r� +Rg. Thus

nmaxX
j=1

1frj(t� �fj ) > r� +Rg � rj(t� �fj )

�
nmaxX
j=1

maxfa(Pi�1); a(Pi)g

minfN(Pi�1); N(Pi)g
� 1frj(t� �fj ) > r� +Rg

� maxfa(Pi�1); a(Pi)g � 1:

Note that f(q(Pi)) is either k or �k, and that the rate of decrease in c(t) is bounded

by �. If we set k = 2�P + nmax � (r
� +R), we have

nmaxX
j=1

rj(t� �fj )� c(t)

� (r� +R) � nmax +maxfa(Pi�1); a(Pi)g � c(t)

� (r� +R) � nmax +maxff(q(Pi�1)) + c(Pi�1)� c(t); f(q(Pi)) + c(Pi)� c(t)g

�

(
2k if q(Pi�1) < q� or q(Pi) < q�

0 if q(Pi�1) � q� and q(Pi) � q�
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In other words, the net drift of the bu�er occupancy dq(t)=dt over the interval

[Pi; Pi+1) can be upper bounded in one of two ways depending on how the occupancy

compares to q� at times Pi�1 and Pi. This allows us to bound q(t) at all times by q(t) �

q� + 4kP . The argument is as follows.

The net drift over [Pi; Pi+1) can be positive only if q(Pi�1) < q� or q(Pi) < q�.

Suppose we start with q(Pi�1) < q�. The net drift over [Pi�1; Pi) is bounded by 2k and

q(Pi) � q� + 2kP . However, note that the actual occupancy q(Pi) may be either greater or

less than q�. First consider the case where q(Pi) � q�. The net drift over [Pi; Pi+1) may still

be positive and q(t) � q� + 4kP for all t 2 [Pi; Pi+1). Again the actual occupancy at Pi+1

may be greater or less than q�. If it is greater, then the occupancy has exceeded q� for two

consecutive recalculation times and the net drift in the next interval, [Pi+1; Pi+2), must be

negative (i.e., upper bounded by zero) and the occupancy must decrease. If q(Pi+1) < q�,

we can repeat the same argument as for q(Pi�1) < q� for the next two intervals. Similarly

for the other case where q(Pi) < q�.

Thus the bu�er occupancy can exceed q� for at most two consecutive recalculation

times before the function f(q(�)) leads to a negative drift. The most that q(t) can grow up

to is q�+4kP . In addition, note that in order for the ER value e(Pi) to remain non-negative

for all i, it is necessary that the ABR queue capacity c(Pi) � k for all i. Combining the

two, we have shown the following:

Proposition 1 The ABR queue can ensure zero cell loss if the ER algorithm parameter k

satis�es

k = 2�P + nmax(r
� +R);

and its minimum bandwidth and bu�er allocations, denoted as cmin and bmin, can be main-

tained above the following:

cmin � k;

bmin � q� + 4kP = q� + 4P (2�P + nmax(r
� +R)):
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Intuitively, the requirements reect the resources required to absorb the two pertur-

bations to the closed-loop control: The �rst term 2�P corresponds to the e�ect of the inter-

fering CBR and VBR tra�c on the available ABR capacity. The second term nmax(r
�+R)

accounts for the newly active sources in their initial bursts before the ER algorithm can

respond.

4 Probabilistic Analysis

One drawback with the deterministic solution is that if the total number of ABR connection

is large and only a small fraction of the sources happens to be non-idle at any time, the

nmax(r
�+R) estimate may be overly conservative. It may be desirable to relax the lossless

constraint consider in Section 3 and trade o� a small probability of loss for a reduction in the

resource requirements (or conversely an increase in the number of connections supported).

In this section, we introduce a probabilistic analysis that relates bu�er overow

probability to resource allocation. The numerical results in the next section demonstrate

that indeed by allowing a very small overow probability, the resource requirements can be

signi�cantly reduced.

4.1 Additional Source Assumptions

At any time t, all ABR sources, as seen at the bu�ered link in question, can be identi�ed

as being in one of three possible states: (1) idle state, with rj(t � �fj ) = 0; (2) ER state,

where the source's allowed cell rate is controlled by a previously calculated explicit rate;

and (3) initial state, where the source recently transitions from idle to active and its rate is

still upper bounded by r� +R. We refer to sources in the third state as the \new sources"

and denote such set as Anew(t).

Next de�ne Nnew(Pi) as the total number of new sources in internal [Pi; Pi+1):
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Nnew(Pi) =
nmaxX
j=1

1fj 2 Anew(s) for some s 2 [Pi; Pi+1)g:

Thus a source is counted toward Nnew(Pi) if it is in the initial state for some interval

over [Pi; Pi+1). Note that since a source in the ER state cannot transition into the initial

state until it has been idle for more than P time unit, Nnew(Pi) can be no greater than

(nmax - the number of sources that are in the ER state and are still active at time Pi). In

this section we assume the following: for source j that does not belong to the set of sources

that are active and in the ER state at time Pi, denote

 = P [j 2 Anew(s) for some s 2 [Pi; Pi+1)];

for all time intervals [Pi; Pi+1). Hence we ignore the correlation between successive

update intervals.

The number of new sources in each update interval therefore has a binomial dis-

tribution. Furthermore, this number is statistically smaller than a random variable with

binomial (nmax; ) distribution. For nmax large and  small, this binomial distribution can

be approximated by a Poisson distribution with mean m, where m = nmax � .

4.2 Analysis

For t 2 [Pi; Pi+1), again we partition the sources as in Section 3:

nmaxX
j=1

rj(t� �fj ) =
nmaxX
j=1

1frj(t� �fj ) > r� +Rg � rj(t� �fj )

+
nmaxX
j=1

1frj(t� �fj ) � r� +Rg � rj(t� �fj )

� maxfa(Pi�1); a(Pi)g+
nmaxX
j=1

1frj(t� �fj ) � r� +Rg � rj(t� �fj )

� maxfa(Pi�1); a(Pi)g+ (r� +R) �Nnew(Pi):
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Thus for t 2 [Pi; Pi+1),

dq(t)

dt
=

nmaxX
j=1

rj(t� �fj )� c(t)

� maxff(q(Pi�1)) + c(Pi�1)� c(t); f(q(Pi)) + c(Pi)� c(t)g+ (r� +R) �Nnew(Pi)

�

(
k + 2�P + (r� +R) �Nnew(Pi) if q(Pi�1) < q� or q(Pi) < q�

�k + 2�P + (r� +R) �Nnew(Pi) if q(Pi�1) � q� and q(Pi) � q�

The probability that bu�er overow occurs in a given update interval can be upper

bounded:

P [bu�er overow in [Pi; Pi+1)]

= P [q(Pi�1) < q�] � P [overow in [Pi; Pi+1) q(Pi�1) < q�]

+ P [q(Pi�1) � q�] � P [overow in [Pi; Pi+1) q(Pi�1) � q�]

� P [overow in [Pi; Pi+1) q(Pi�1) < q�] + P [overow in [Pi; Pi+1) q(Pi�1) � q�]

We next bound the two terms separately:

P [overow in [Pi; Pi+1) q(Pi�1) < q�]

� P [q� + (k + 2�P ) � 2P + (r� +R) � P � (Nnew(Pi�1) +Nnew(Pi)) > b]

= P [Nnew(Pi�1) +Nnew(Pi) >
b� q� � (k + 2�P ) � 2P

(r� +R) � P
]

Since Nnew(Pi�1) and Nnew(Pi) are both statistically smaller than Poisson(m),

Nnew(Pi�1) + Nnew(Pi) is statistically smaller than Poisson(2m). Thus the �rst term is

upper bounded by the tail distribution of Poisson(2m).

The second term is bounded as follows:

P [overow in [Pi; Pi+1) q(Pi�1) � q�]

� P [overow in [Pi; Pi+1) q(Pi�1) � q�; q(Pi) � q�]

+ P [overow in [Pi; Pi+1) q(Pi�1) � q�; q(Pi) < q�]

� P [�k + 2�P + (r� +R) �Nnew(Pi) > 0]

+ P [q� + (k + 2�P ) � P + (r� +R) � P �Nnew(Pi) > b]
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= P [Nnew(Pi) >
k � 2�P

r� +R
] + P [Nnew(Pi) >

b� q�

(r� +R)P
�
k + 2�P

r� +R
]

The �rst inequality is obtained by applying Bayes's theorem again and using the fact

that P [q(Pi) � q� q(Pi�1) � q�] � 1 and P [q(Pi) < q� q(Pi�1) � q�] � 1. The �rst term of

the second inequality is as follows: Although we cannot upper-bound the queue size at the

beginning of the interval, overow for this case can only possibly happen if the drift dq(t)=dt

is greater than zero. Since for any t 2 [Pi; Pi+1), dq(t)=dt � �k + 2�P + (r�R) � Nnew(Pi)

when q(Pi�1) � q� and q(Pi) � q�, we have P [overow in [Pi; Pi+1) q(Pi�1) � q�; q(Pi) �

q�] � P [dq(t)=dt > 0 for some t 2 [Pi; Pi+1) q(Pi�1) � q�; q(Pi) � q�] � P [�k + 2�P +

(r� +R) �Nnew(Pi) > 0].

Thus P [bu�er overow in [Pi; Pi+1)] can be upper bounded by the sum of three tail

probability values. Note that in general such sum can be great than 1. A necessary but

not su�cient condition for the bound to be non-trivial is the following: k > 2�P and

b > q� + (k + 2�P ) � 2P .

Proposition 2 Under the probabilistic assumption for the sources, if the ABR bu�er size

b satis�es b > q� and the ABR available capacity c(t) satis�es c(t) � k and dc(t)=dt � ��,

the bu�er overow probability can be upper-bounded as

P [bu�er overow in [Pi; Pi+1)]

� P [Nnew(Pi�1) +Nnew(Pi) >
b� q� � (k + 2�P ) � 2P

(r� +R) � P

+ P [Nnew(Pi) >
k � 2�P

r� +R
] + P [Nnew(Pi) >

b� q�

(r� +R)P
�
k + 2�P

r� +R
]

� F2m(
b� q� � (k + 2�P ) � 2P

(r� +R) � P
) + Fm(

k � 2�P

r� +R
) + Fm(

b� q�

(r� +R)P
�
k + 2�P

r� +R
) (2)

where Fx(�) is the tail probabilty of a Poisson distribution with mean x, and m = nmax � .
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5 Numerical Examples

In this section we look at a few numerical examples to illustrate the e�ects of the ER

algorithm parameters on the ABR resource requirements. Furthermore, we demonstrate

how the probabilistic approach can lead to a much smaller resource requirements.

Consider the case where the bu�ered link has a OC-3c (150 Mbps) capacity and

that the system has the following set of parameters:

� � = 10 Mbps/s

� r� = 50 Kbps

� R = 50 Kbps

� � = 0.1 sec

� � = 0.1 sec

Thus the smallest P would be � + � = 0.2 sec.

5.1 Deterministic Approach

Case (1): First consider the case where the total number of ABR sources nmax = 100.

By setting k = 2�P + nmax(r
� + R) = 2 � 10 � 0:2 + 100 � 0:1 = 14 Mbps, zero loss

from the ABR bu�er can be guaranteed if the minimum capacity requirement cmin � k =

14 Mbps and the minimum ABR bu�er size bmin � q� + 4kP = q� + 11:2 Mbits, which

amounts to be about 26K cells in addition to the target bu�er occupancy q�. This means

that the minimum capacity that needs to be reserved for the ABR queue is less than 10%

of the total capacity. The bu�er requirement is also well within the range of many current

ATM switches.

Case (2): Next consider the case where the total number of ABR sources nmax = 10; 000.

This can happen particularly in the Permanent Virtual Connection (PVC) environment,

where a large number of VCs are provisioned and only a small fraction of them are expected
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to be active at any one time.

The resource requirements in this case become cmin � k = 2 � 10 � 0:2 + 10000 �

0:1 = 1,004 Mbps and bmin = q�+ 803.2 Mbits, or q� + 1894K cells. Note that the

minimum bandwidth requirement exceeds the total capacity of the bu�ered link and the

bu�er requirement also well exceeds the range of practical systems. This demonstrates the

need for a probabilistic approach that accounts for the \new" sources less conservatively.

5.2 Probabilistic Approach

Case (3): Now suppose there are nmax = 10; 000 sources and  = 0:01, so that on the

average the number of new sources in an update interval is limited to m = nmax �  = 100.

Consider the case where the ABR bu�er size b = q� + 11:2 Mbits and capacity

c(t) � k = 14 Mbps. These are the bu�er and capacity requirements in Case (1). We have

P [overow in [Pi; Pi+1)]

� P [Nnew(Pi�1) +Nnew(Pi) > 200] + P [Nnew(Pi) > 100] + P [Nnew(Pi) > 380]

� 0:9546;

which shows that the given resources are too small to provide satisfactory performance.

However, in the next example, a slight increase of the resources is su�cient to signi�cantly

reduce the overow probability.

Case (4): We still assume that nmax = 10; 000 and  = 0:01. Let b = q�+ 22.4 Mbits and

c(t) � k = 20 Mbps.

P [overow in [Pi; Pi+1)]

� P [Nnew(Pi�1) +Nnew(Pi) > 640] + P [Nnew(Pi) > 160] + P [Nnew(Pi) > 880]

� 1:262 � 10�8

Note that this is a signi�cant reduction compared to the deterministic resource

requirements.
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Figure 1: The ABR resource requirements b � q� and cmin = k su�cient for achieving an
overow probability of 10�7
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Case (5): We will use the same nmax = 10; 000 and  = 0:01. Figure 1 shows the combina-

tion of bu�er size (the required bu�er amount above the occupancy target q�) and k factor

for achieving an overow probability of 10�7. The minimum ABR capacity should exceed

k. Note that the bu�er requirement increases with increasing k, since a larger k reects a

greater uctuation in explicit rate assignment (i.e., the algorithm becomes more sensitive

to queue occupancy when the rate factor k is large).

6 Concluding Remarks

This paper introduces one simple explicit rate algorithm that takes into account system

parameters such as feedback delays and frequency of RM cells. We show how resource

requirements can be determined based on the rate algorithm parameters and loss objective.

Such results can be used to determine resource assignment for a given number of ABR

connections, or conversely to determine the number of acceptable ABR connections with

a given resource allocation in Call Admission Control (CAC). We show that in order to

maintain the loss objective, some minimum bandwidth and bu�er should be reserved for
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the ABR queue.

In the remainder of this section, we o�er some concluding remarks on further ex-

tensions.

6.1 Incorporating Minimum Cell Rate

ABR VC's are allowed to specify a Minimum Cell Rate (MCR). MCR is the minimum

amount of bandwidth that the network guarantees to a particular VC. This can be speci�ed

at call set-up or provision time. The ER algorithm and the analyses in this paper so far

deals with zero MCR for all VCs. They can be easily extended to cover non-zero MCR.

There are a few alternative de�nitions of fairness in the non-zero MCR situation.

The most applicable one is known as \MCR plus equal share." In this case, a portion of

the bandwidth available to ABR connections is reserved for the guaranteed MCRs. The

remaining available bandwidth is then equally divided among all active ABR connections.

The ER algorithm can thus be extended by applying it only to the remaining portion as

follows.

� De�ne MCRj as the MCR for source j and MCRtotal as the sum of all MCRs

� Rede�ne c(t) as ((the capacity available to the ABR queue at time t) - MCRtotal)

� Let (ej(t) +MCRj) be the calculated ER for source j

� Rede�ne rj(t) as ((the instantaneous rate of source j) - MCRj)

� The minimum capacity that must be reserved for ABR is therefore cmin +MCRtotal

Since MCR is thus treated as a separate constant bit rate portion of an ABR con-

nection, the remainder of the analyses still follows.

6.2 E�ect of Under-Utilization

In this work we focus on a single ABR bu�ered link, so that the ER for every active source is

the same, reecting the fair share per source. In a practical network where a virtual circuit
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may traverse multiple switches, some ABR sources may generate less than their fair shares

due to a number of factors: (1) the sources may be constrained by other link segments due

to the ERs calculated there; (2) the tra�c sources may be bursty in nature, so that they

do not always have enough data to transmit at the allowed cell rates.

The presence of such sources can cause the ABR bandwidth to be under-utilized.

Our simple ER algorithm partially accounts for this problem by setting the total allocated

ABR bandwidth a(Pi) to be c(Pi) + k when the bu�er occupancy is below q�, so that

the allocated bandwidth is more than the actual available bandwidth. However, when the

number of under-utilizing ABR sources is large, the actual ABR bandwidth consumed may

be less than the available ABR bandwidth even in that case.

In networks where Unspeci�ed Bit Rate (UBR) sources are also present, it is often

assumed that the residual bandwidths from higher classes (i.e., CBR, VBR, and ABR) can

be consumed by UBR tra�c and thus not considered wasted. We may view under-utilized

ABR bandwidth as such. Alternatively, an ATM switch may attempt to address under-

utilization by selectively increasing the ER of unconstrained ABR sources (i.e., sources that

are bottlenecked at this switch). We outline one scheme as follows: To identify the amount

of under-utilization and the number of unconstrained sources, an ATM switch �rst estimates

the Current Cell Rate (CCR) of each ABR VC, which can be obtained either from the CCR

�eld in the VC's RM cells or from on-line measurements. The CCR is compared with the

ER assignment to estimate whether the source is under-utilizing its allocated bandwidth

and the amount of under-utilization. The trade-o� between the potential bene�t of such

approach and the increased complexity in ER assignment requires further investigation.
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